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ABSTRACT
As the popularity of the web increases, particularly the use
of social networking sites and Web2.0 style sharing plat-
forms, users are becoming increasingly connected, sharing
more and more information, resources, and opinions. This
vast array of information presents unique opportunities to
harvest knowledge about user activities and interests through
the exploitation of large-scale, complex systems. Communal
tagging sites, and their respective folksonomies, are one ex-
ample of such a complex system, providing huge amounts of
information about users, spanning multiple domains of in-
terest. However, the current Web infrastructure provides no
mechanism for users to consolidate and exploit this informa-
tion since it is spread over many desperate and unconnected
resources. In this paper we compare user tag-clouds from
multiple folksonomies to: (a) show how they tend to over-
lap, regardless of the focus of the folksonomy (b) demon-
strate how this comparison helps finding and aligning the
user’s separate identities, and (c) show that cross-linking
distributed user tag-clouds enriches users profiles. During
this process, we find that significant user interests are of-
ten reflected in multiple Web2.0 profiles, even though they
may operate over different domains. However, due to the
free-form nature of tagging, some correlations are lost, a
problem we address through the implementation and evalu-
ation of a user tag filtering architecture.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1.1 [Systems and Information Theory]: Information
Theory; H.3.1 [Content Analysis and Indexing]: Lin-
guistic Processing; H.3.5 [Online information Services]:
Data sharing
General Terms
Design, Theory, Human Factors
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1. INTRODUCTION
While the future evolution of the Web is subject of much
speculation, recent trends suggest an increasing importance
of social networking sites. Much like the dot-com surge
in the late 1990s opened new opportunities to businesses
through the proliferation of e-commerce, social networking
is revolutionising the internet by empowering users with the
means to share ideas, opinions and resources. Personal shar-
ing and communication have reached unprecedented levels
as users become more comfortable with the idea of shar-
ing information with friends, both from the real and virtual
world. A recent UK study by Ofcom [14] found that over
one fifth of UK adults have at least one online community
profile (54% for individuals aged 16-24). Silver [16] predicts
that by 2010, each of us will have between 12 and 24 online
identities.
One significant catalyst underpinning the growth of the
social networking phenomenon is increased connectivity, both
in terms of the number of connected users and how pervasive
such connections are: users can now view and publish rich
multimedia content on a range of static and mobile devices.
The future promises an even more connected world through
the role out of municipal wifi networks, mobile broadband
services, residential fibre optic backbones, and so on.
In addition to the increased connectivity, a number of
technological advancements have made this new social web
possible. Web2.0 is a term often used to encapsulate this
plethora of tools including wikis, blogs and folksonomies.
Such tools are designed to promote creativity, collaboration,
and sharing between users, and are responsible for some in-
credible feats of collaborative knowledge engineering, such
as Wikipedia 1 (the de facto online encyclopedia), and imdb
2 (the biggest collection of information about movies and
television shows in the world).
Against the background of increased connectivity and novel
collaborative software tools, users of Web2.0 are discover-
ing new and exciting sites to meet emerging social demands:
both music and video oriented sites, such as last.fm 3 and
youtube 4, have engaged audiences through multimedia ex-
1http://www.wikipedia.org
2http://www.imdb.com
3http://www.last.fm
4http://www.youtube.com
periences, and socially focused sites, such as Facebook 5,
have created new communication trends that go beyond con-
ventional email and instance messaging. As a result, many
users create and maintain profiles across different Web2.0
sites, leaving a virtual trail of information strewn across the
web revealing their tastes, interests, and activities. In or-
der to exploit this data, for the purposes of personalised,
multi-domain search and recommendation, alignment and
consolidation is necessary. In fact, many aspects behind the
future visions of the Web [2] rely heavily on connecting, un-
derstanding, and exploiting this vast array of data.
Tagging has proved to be a popular choice for Web2.0 de-
velopers, supplying an intuitive and flexible mechanism to
facilitate users in the organisation and retrieval of resources.
Considering the wide adoption of tagging systems, and their
ability to support many domains and resource types, we be-
lieve they play an important role in linking web data in
meaningful ways. However, while tagging provides an ex-
cellent basis for users to organise and search content, the
free-form nature of tagging leads to problems when large
amounts of information are collated: syntactic and seman-
tic differences in tagging habits mean closely related items
are not always connected through a shared symbol.
In this paper, we describe our efforts to link-up user pro-
files across two popular, community driven tagging sites:
del.icio.us 6, a site for bookmarking and sharing of Web re-
sources, and flickr 7, a site for publishing and sharing pho-
tos. After harvesting and comparing the tagging history for
many user accounts that have been correlated between both
systems, we find that salient interests and activities are of-
ten prominent in profiles from both systems. However, due
to the open and uncontrolled nature of community tagging,
many correlations between user accounts are lost because
tags do not match exactly. By using a number of term fil-
tering processes, we are able to improve the alignment be-
tween an individual’s tag cloud’s, and improve the ability
to distinguish them from others in the community for the
purposes of account identification and verification.
Current social networking users are forced to create sepa-
rate accounts to participate in multiple folksonomies. There
are signs that many of these users are keen to link up their
separate accounts. For example, many last.fm users pro-
vided their flickr or del.icio.us account url as their home-
page. Cross-linking these user profiles would have several
advantages: From the user’s perspective, it could reduce
tag-cloud maintenance, and facilitate search and retrieval of
tagged resources from multiple sites; From the system’s per-
spective, bringing these profiles together enriches the knowl-
edge about the individual users, which helps to improve per-
sonalisation and recommendation services. While in the fu-
ture, we believe that users will control the ways in which
their profiles are linked, current social networking sites do
not share a policy to express this, and are unlikely to do
so until some benefits have been demonstrated. Therefore,
some this work is focussed on automatically identifying and
linking these profiles in order to bootstrap an investigation
into account correlation.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides a
background on folksonomies and the study of community
5http://www.facebook.com
6http://del.icio.us
7http://www.flickr.com
tagging behaviour and provides a motivating example. Sec-
tion 3 explains our data gathering process and presents some
initial analysis on the overlap that exists between user tag-
ging folksonomies. Section 4 presents our filtering architec-
ture before an evaluation is given in Section 5. Related work
is discussed in Section 6 before conclusions and future work
are presented in Section 7.
2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In this Section, we provide a summary of collaborative
tagging literature, revealing the current state of the art.
We continue with a discussion of why it might be useful
to connect user profiles distributed across multiple, folkson-
omy driven, sites. Example tagging history gathered from
del.icio.us and flickr is used as a motivating example, high-
lighting some of the problems that arise when such folk-
sonomies are connected.
2.1 Folksonomies
The term folksonomy was first coined by T. Vander Wal
[18] to describe the taxonomy-like structures that emerge
when large communities of users collectively tag resources.
These folk taxonomies reflect a communal view of the at-
tributes associated to items, essentially supplying a bottom-
up categorisation of resources [9, 13].
Since individuals from different communities utilise differ-
ent tags, often reflecting their degree of knowledge in the do-
main, folksonomies can support highly personalised search-
ing and navigation. For example, an article in the social
bookmarking site del.icio.us concerning web programming
may have the tags programming, ajax, javascript, tuto-
rial, and web2.0. With tags describing resources at vary-
ing levels of granularity, users may seek out their desired
resources using terms they are familiar with.
As much as the popularity of Web2.0 applications has
grown, so to have research efforts to investigate, analyse,
and understand the complex dynamics of community tag-
ging. Research [8] has shown that tagging distributions tend
to stabilise into power law distributions - providing enough
users tag the resource. Over time, the most popular tags
provide an emergent categorisation of resources, with many
idiosyncratic tags appearing in the long-tail. As well as cate-
gorising resources, tag use can also be used to identify emer-
gent communities of resources [4] that correspond to distinct
tagging patterns with a specific meaning.
As well as investigating the large-scale emergent behaviour
of collaborative tagging, other research has centered on un-
derstanding the human process of tagging, how tags are con-
ceived, and how they are perceived. Marlow et al [12] exam-
ined usage patterns in the popular photo sharing site flickr
to determine the user incentives for tagging. On top of the
desire to tag for personal benefits (such as organisation and
future retrieval of resources), the social networking element
plays an important role: users can share pictures with oth-
ers through the creation and subscription to groups, create
networks of friends, and comment on other’s photos.
In terms of the tags themselves, a number of classification
schemes have been proposed. Through analysis of the so-
cial bookmarking site del.icio.us, Golder and Huberman [7]
propose the following scheme:
• Tags may be used to identify the topic of a resource us-
ing nouns and proper nouns such as news, microsoft,
vista.
• To classify the type of resource (e.g. book, blog, ar-
ticle, review, event).
• To denote the qualities and characteristics of the item
(e.g. funny, useful, and cool).
• A subset of tags, such as mystuff, myphotos, and my-
favourites, reflect a notion of self reference, often
used by individuals to organise their own resources.
• Much like self referencing tags, some tags are used by
individuals for task organisation (e.g. to read, job
search, and to print).
More abstractly, Coates [5] highlights the use of tags to place
resources into categories, as opposed to classifying the re-
source directly. For example, the terms blog and blogs
may not seem that different, but it is suggested that they
show two subtle differences in the way a user perceives tags.
Use of the blog tag suggests a direct classification (i.e. item
x is a blog), and the tag blogs indicates a categorisation
(i.e. item x is in the category of blogs). However, while
this does highlight a difference in the a way a user percieves
the tagging process, the resources reffered to are still closely
related. Linguistic approaches have also been used in an
attempt to understand the origin of a tag and what it repre-
sents in the human thought process. Veres [19] argues that
in addition to taxonimc classification, tags can be used to
describe functional properties (e.g. shopping) or resource
attributes (e.g. english).
Even though tagging has proved extremely useful to users
who expose large amounts of content, many problems have
also been associated with its free-form nature. Principal
among these are polysemy, synonymy, and morphologic va-
riety [7]. Polysemy is common because many popular tags
often have multiple meanings. For example, the tag apple
is used frequently on flickr and del.icio.us, but could refer
to the fruit or the computer company. Synonymy, or mul-
tiple words that have the same (or a very closely related)
meaning, is also common because different users are likely
to associate one particular word over another based on their
own experiences and knowledge. Finally, even if a partic-
ular word has been agreed on, morphologic variety means
that some discrepancies occur: users often use plural and
singular forms interchangeably.
2.2 Multiple User Profiles
Web users are presented with a plethora of sites designed
to satisfy many different usage scenarios. Users can organise
and share bookmarks using del.icio.us, notify others of inter-
esting articles using digg , communicate and share resources
with friends using Facebook , organise and share photos with
flickr- the list is almost endless. In many cases, different
aspects of a user’s personality are exposed through differ-
ent sites, such as music tastes through last.fm and movie
preferences through imdb. It is also possible to tailor the
information users expose to fit particular domains. A user
page on Facebook (used to communicate with friends) will
Figure 1: A set of sample tags (and their frequen-
cies) used by an individual in flickr and del.icio.us.
often contain different information than the same user’s page
on linkedin 8 (a business oriented social networking site).
This vast array of data published about individuals pro-
vides a unique opportunity to construct complex profiles
that represent many aspects of a user’s personality includ-
ing their topics of interest, places of importance, significant
events, and the individuals with whom they are virtually
connected. Collecting and understanding this information
will yield the following benefits:
• To help understanding the dynamics underlying the
tagging process from a global (multi-domain) perspec-
tive: For example, it would be useful to understand
how particular tags arise and propagate across differ-
ent online communities.
• To facilitate cross-folksonomy, multi-domain search-
ing: This would allow users to automatically search
across a range of different sites for diverse media types
such as videos, photos, articles, and reviews.
• To provide personalised recommendation based on pop-
ular user tags: By examining the tagging habits of
a particular user, we can build complex profiles that
represent the topics, people, and places a user is most
interested in.
• Provide cross-domain recommendations based on tags
used in a different sites: For example, it would be use-
ful to recommend articles tagged in del.icio.us based
on a user’s last.fm or imdb profile.
To illustrate this concept, we examine the del.icio.us and
flickr profiles for a particular individual who describes them-
selves as a Second Life resident, blogger, and podcaster from
Barcelona, Spain. These profiles were correlated by exam-
ining the username, realname, and homepage referenced in
both profiles. Many of the tags used reflect their areas of
interest: blog, secondlife, and podcast being the most ob-
vious. However, through closer examination, it is apparent
that this user is not consistent when tagging resources in
del.icio.us and flickr . Figure 1 illustrates this argument by
showing a set of tags used by our example user in del.icio.us
and flickr . Many of the popular tags are used in both sites,
increasing our confidence that these two profiles represent
the same person, but often a number of different variations
8http://www.linkedin.com
appear. For example, blog and blogging are used to de-
scribe similar sets of similar resources in del.icio.us. In
this example, the tag wiaoc2007 is used to denote an event
(Webheads in Online Convergence) that took place in 2007.
The photos tagged on flickr include slides from presenta-
tions and the del.icio.us bookmark points to the conference
page. Through further investigation, we find the raw tagging
information can be noisy and inconsistent - a property that
does not lend itself to integration. Grammatical mistakes
are often made; people tag concepts indistinctly in singular
and plural form; they may add pronouns, adjectives, ad-
verbs or prepositions to the main concept of the tag; and
use non-alphanumeric characters.
In the next 4 Sections of this paper, we explain the process
used to create a test-set of correlated del.icio.us and flickr
accounts, present the overlaps that emerge between these
folksonomies, describe a filtering architecture to improve the
alignment between them, and evaluate it by comparing user
overlap in user tag-clouds pre and post filtering.
3. DATA GATHERING
We begin this Section with a brief summary of the no-
tation throughout this paper. This is followed by an ex-
planation of the process we used to correlate different user
account between del.icio.us and flickr , a demonstration and
explanation of the folksonomy overlap, and a presentation
of much user tag-clouds align.
3.1 Terminology and Notation
We adopt conventional notation to describe folksonomies.
U , T , R are finite sets, whose elements are called users,
tags, and resources. Since we are working with two sep-
arate tagging datasets (del.icio.us and flickr), we distin-
guish between them using two tag assignment sets: Y d ⊆
U ×T ×R a ternary relation for del.icio.us tag assignments,
and Y f ⊆ U × T × R a ternary relation for flickr tag as-
signments. Thus, we define the del.icio.us folksonomy as
a tuple Fd := (U, T,R, Y d) and the flickr folksonomy as a
tuple Ff := (U, T,R, Y f ). With this view, no distinction
is made between the users, tags and resources of flickr and
del.icio.us.
3.2 User Correlation
To correlate a set of user accounts between del.icio.us and
flickr , we bootstrap using a list of 667,141 del.icio.us ac-
count names obtained in previous research [3]. These ac-
count names provide a unique identifier to the individual’s
profile within del.icio.us site (e.g. http://del.icio.us/
username). A similar identification procedure is used in
flickr : users may select a username to distinguish them-
selves from other users (e.g. http://www.flickr.com/peop
le/username). The first stage in the correlation process was
to create a list of potential user matches simply by searching
for del.icio.us usernames in the flickr site.
After discovering a candidate list of 232,391 usernames,
we refined the matching further by comparing real name
descriptions - In both del.icio.us and flickr , users have the
option of filling a form with their real name. By examining
all the users in our candidate list and keeping only those
whose real name description matched exactly, as well as dis-
carding those with low activity, a final list of 502 matching
users was produced. While this approach was quite restric-
tive, e.g. the usernames had to match exactly, we wanted
Figure 2: A Venn Diagram showing the intersection
of tags between del.icio.us and flickr .
to maximise the probability that the two profiles refer to
the same individual. A more accurate and scalable solu-
tion is discussed later in Section 7. A complete history of
each user’s tagging activity in both del.icio.us and flickr was
harvested for analysis. The table below summaries the data
collected:
Posts
del.icio.us 1,639,639
flickr 4,694,161
Distinct Tags
del.icio.us 83,851
flickr 149,529
Users
del.icio.us 502
flickr 502
3.3 Tag-Cloud Intersection
Using the data collected from del.icio.us and flickr , we
are able to determine the tags used in both systems. Out
of the 84, 851 distinct del.icio.us tags, and 149, 529 distinct
flickr tags, 28, 550 are used in both systems, as depicted
with the Venn diagram in Figure 2. Formally, we define the
intersection It of a tag t as the set of users who have tagged
resources in both del.icio.us and flickr with tag t:
It := {u ∈ U | [(u, t, r1) ∈ Y d] ∧
[(u, t, r2) ∈ Y f ] ∧ r1 ∈ R ∧ r2 ∈ R }
Hence, we define the intersection weight it of a tag t as the
sum of all users it := |It| allowing us to build an intersection
tag-cloud between del.icio.us and flickr . Figure 3 is an inter-
section tag-cloud where higher tag intersection weights de-
picted using a larger font. Due to space constraints, only the
most popular tags are shown. From this tag-cloud, we see
that tags the intersection of del.icio.us and flickr represents
are range of tags: high-level classifications (e.g. architec-
ture, design, food), dates (2006 and 2007), and functional
descriptions (shopping and cooking) are good descriptions
of user interests. Locations (nyc and sanfrancisco) and
events (christmas and conference) provide good indica-
tions of prominent activities and places of importance.
3.4 User Tag-Cloud Alignment
To measure the alignment between two user tag-clouds,
we measure the frequency of tags common to del.icio.us and
Figure 3: Tag-cloud showing the intersection of tags
for del.icio.us and flickr .
flickr . For a user u, we define the tag-frequency for a tag t
for both del.icio.us ndt (u) and flickr n
f
t (u) as the number of
times a resource r has been tagged with t by user u:
ndt (u) := | {r ∈ R | (u, t, r) ∈ Y d } |
nft (u) := | {r ∈ R | (u, t, r) ∈ Y f } |
We then define the set of tags used by a user u in both
del.icio.us (T du ) and flickr T
f
u as:
T du := {t ∈ T |(u, t, r) ∈ Y d ∧ r ∈ R}
T fu := {t ∈ T |(u, t, r) ∈ Y f ∧ r ∈ R}
Hence, the total intersection frequency Nu for a user u is
defined as the sum of the frequencies of all tags appearing
in their del.icio.us and flickr tag clouds.
Nu :=
X
t∈Tdu∩Tfu
ndt (u) + n
f
t (u)
We compare this intersection frequency against the total
number of tag assignments made. For del.icio.us and flickr ,
we define the set of couples (t, r) for a user u to represent
the all tag assignments made:
Adu := {(t, r) ∈ T ×R | (u, t, r) ∈ Yd }
Afu := {(t, r) ∈ T ×R | (u, t, r) ∈ Yf }
Hence, the total tag assignments for a user u is specified:
Au := | Adu | + | Afu |
Figure 4 presents a plot of total tag assignments against total
intersection frequency for each user tag-clouds in our sample
dataset. The x axis shows the total tag assignments and the
y axis shows the total intersection frequency. Essentially,
this plot tells us as users tag more resource in flickr and
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Figure 4: A plot showing the total intersection fre-
quency between user tag-clouds in del.icio.us and
flickr .
del.icio.us, their intersection frequency will increase. There-
fore, we have increasing confidence that two correlated pro-
files in del.icio.us and flickr refer to the same individual as
their total intersection frequency increases. We will also use
this as a baseline for an evaluation of our filtering algorithm,
comparing the results after filtering to the raw tag-clouds.
4. FILTERING ARCHITECTURE
In this Section, we present our filtering architecture. The
aim is to transform a set of raw tags to set of filtered tags
that are better aligned between folksonomies. As we high-
lighted in Section 2 through a motivating example, most
users are inconsistent with respect to their tagging habits.
This means that while it is possible to garner information
from multiple folksonomy sites, such as del.icio.us or flickr ,
inconsistency will lead to confusion and loss of information
when tagging data is compared. For example, if a user
has tagged photos from a recent holiday in New York with
nyc, but also bookmarked relevant pages in del.icio.us with
new_york, the correlation will be lost.
4.1 Overview
Broadly, the filtering architecture can be divided into four
sections, as depicted in Figure 5:
• Tag Reader
This module reads different user tagging datasets (e.g.
from del.icio.us or flickr) and converts them to a in-
ternal representation.
• Tag Filtering Module
This module contains a number of software compo-
nents responsible for different stages in the filtering
process. They are split into two categories: syntactic
filters (on the left) and semantic filters (on the right).
Tags are maintained, merged, or discarded according
to different morphological filters.
Figure 5: The tag filtering architecture
• External Resource Access Module
This module provides a communication portal to ex-
ternal knowledge resources such as Wikipedia, Word-
net and Google.
• Storage Module
The storage module supplies a database for tags and
also manages the results from the various filtering steps.
The filtering process is a sequential execution of different
morphologic filtering modules: the output from one filtering
step is used as input to the next. The output of the entire
filtering process is a set of new tags (and their frequencies)
that correspond to an agreed intermediate representation.
This is achieved by correlating tags to entries in two large
knowledge resources: Wordnet [6] and Wikipedia. Word-
net is a lexical database and thesaurus that groups English
words into sets of cognitive synonyms called synsets, pro-
vides definitions of terms, and models various semantic re-
lations between synsets. Hypernym relations for nouns and
verbs (e.g. a dog is a carnivor, mamal, and animal) are also
modeled, allowing lexical terms to be compared against a
broad taxonomy.
Wikipedia is a multilingual, open-access, free-content en-
cyclopedia on the Internet. Using a wiki style of collab-
orative content writing, Wikipedia has grown to become
one of the largest reference Web sites with over 75, 000 ac-
tive contributors, maintaining approximately 9, 000, 000 ar-
ticles in over 250 languages9. Wikipedia contains collabora-
tively generated categories that classify and relate entries,
and also supports term disambiguation and dereferencing of
acronyms.
4.2 Filtering Process
Figure 6 provides a visual representation of the filtering
process where a set of raw tags are transformed into a set of
filtered tags and a set of discarded tags. Each of the numbers
in the diagram corresponds to a step outlined below:
4.2.1 Step 1: Syntactic Filtering
After the raw tags have been loaded by the Tag Reader,
they are passed to the Syntactic Filter. First, tags that are
9As of February 2008
Figure 6: The tag filtering process
too small (with length = 1) or too large (length > 25) are
removed. Due to discrepancies regarding the use of spe-
cial characters (such as accents, dieresis and caret symbol),
special characters are all converted to their base form, as
specified in the table below. For example, the tag Zu¨rich is
converted to Zurich.
Pre-filtering Post-filtering
a´, a`, aˆ, a˜, a¨, a˚ a
e´, e`, eˆ, e¨ e
ı´, ı`, ıˆ, ı¨ i
o´, o`, oˆ, o˜, o¨, ø o
u´, u`, uˆ, u¨ u
y´, y¨ y
c¸ c
Tags containing numbers are also filtered according to a set
of custom heuristics. To maintain salient numbers, such as
dates (2006, 2007, etc), common references (911, 360, 666,
etc), or combinations of alphanumeric characters (7up, 4x4,
35mm), we consider the global tag frequency and set a thresh-
old manually discarding any unpopular tags. Finally, com-
mon stop-words, such as pronouns, articles, prepositions,
and conjunctions are discarded. After syntactic filtering,
tags are passed to the Wordnet module. If the tag has an
exact match in Wordnet, we pass it directly to the set of
filtered tags to avoid unnecessary processing.
4.2.2 Step 2: Compound Nouns and Misspellings
If the tags were not found in Wordnet, we consider pos-
sible misspellings and compound nouns. It is common for
users to misspell tags, for example, the use of barclona in-
stead of barcelona by Alice featured in Section 2. To solve
this problem, we make use the Google did you mean mech-
anism. When a search term is entered, Google will check to
see if more relevant search results would be found using an
alternative spelling. Because Google’s spell check is based
on occurrences of all words on the Internet, it is able to
suggest common spellings for proper nouns (e.g. names and
places) that would not appear in a standard dictionary.
The Google “did you mean” mechanism also provides an
excellent way to resolve compound nouns. Since most tag-
ging systems prevent users from entering white spaces into
the tag name, users create compound nouns by concate-
nating two nouns together or delimiting them with a non-
alphanumeric character such as a _ or -. This is an obvious
source of complication when aligning folksonomies: users
do not consistently use the same compound noun creation
schema. By entering a compound terms into Google, we
can resolve the tag into its constituent parts. For example,
the tag sanfrancisco is corrected to san francisco. This
mechanism works well for compound nouns with 2 terms,
but is likely to fail if more than 2 terms are used. For exam-
ple, the tag unitedkingdomsouthampton will not return any
results from Google. However, by caching previous lookups,
and matching the first shared characters of the tag string, we
are able to split the tag into a prefix (previously resolved by
Google) and a postfix. A second lookup will then be made
using the postfix to see if further matches can be found.
Compared to a bespoke string-splitting heuristic, this pro-
cess has a low computational cost. Some examples of long
compound nouns found in our sample dataset are war of
the worlds, lord of the rings, and martin luther king
jr.
After using Google to check for compound nouns and mis-
spellings, the results are validated against Wordnet. Any
unmatched or unprocessed tags are added to the discard
pile.
4.2.3 Step 3: Wikipedia Correlation
Many of the popular tags appearing in communal tagging
systems do not appear in grammatical dictionaries, such as
Wordnet, because they correspond to nouns (such as fa-
mous people, places, or companies), contemporary termi-
nology (such as web2.0 and podcast), or are widely used
acronyms (such as tv and diy). In order to provide an
agreed representation for such tags, we correlate tags to their
appropriate Wikipedia entry. For example, when searching
Wikipedia using the tag nyc, the entry for New York City is
returned. If the search term ny is used, the entry for New
York state is returned. The advantage of using Wikipedia
to agree on tags from folksonomies is that Wikipedia is a
community-driven knowledge base, much like folksonomies
are, so it will rapidly adapt to accomodate new terminology.
For example, Wikipedia contains extensive entries for terms
such as web2.0, ajax, and blog.
4.2.4 Step 4: Morphologically Similar
An additional issue to be considered during the tag filter-
ing process is that users often use morphologically similar
terms to refer to the same concept. One very common ex-
ample of this is the discrepancy between singular and plural
terms, such as blog and blogs. Using a custom singularisa-
tion algorithm, and the stemming functions provided by the
snowball library10, we reduce morphologically similar tags
to a single tag. The shortest term in Wordnet is used as the
representative term.
4.2.5 Step 5: Wordnet Synonyms
The final step in the filtering process is to identify tags
that are non-ambiguous synonyms, and merge them. This
process must be carefully executed because many terms have
ambiguous meaning. The pseudocode listed in Figure 7 ex-
plains the merging process. In the first stage, a matrix of
synonyms is created by using Wordnet. In the second stage,
10http://snowball.tartarus.org/
Figure 7: Pseudocode for the tag merging by syn-
onym algorithm
we find each non-ambiguous synonym, and finally, stage
three replaces each of the synonym pairs with the term that
is most popular.
5. EVALUATION
We evaluate our work in two ways: (a) by measuring the
improvement in tag-cloud alignment through each of our
filtering processes, (b) by measuring the similarity between
user tag-clouds in del.icio.us and flickr as means to correlate
profiles.
5.1 Tag Filtering
The focus of our work is not to better align the del.icio.us
and flickr folksonomies at a global level, rather, we aim to
bring user tag-clouds that have been constructed in sepa-
rate folksonomies closer together. The hypothesis we test is
that better quality tag-clouds, i.e. those which terms have
been filtered and modified to an intermediate, agreed rep-
resentation, results in user tag-clouds that are more closely
connected. Therefore, we measure the relative increase in
alignment between user tag-clouds in flickr and del.icio.us
at each step of the filtering process. For the purposes of
comparison, we define two measures that reflect the align-
ment made between a user’s flickr and del.icio.us tag-clouds:
The assignment intersection ratio (αu) for a user is their in-
tersection frequency divided by the total tag assignments
made:
αu :=
Nu
Au
The tag intersection ratio (βu) measures the number of dis-
tinct tags that feature in both the user’s flickr and del.icio.us
profiles divided by the total distinct tags:
βu =
|T du ∩ T fu |
|T du |+ |T fu |− |T du ∩ T fu |
We applied our filtering algorithm to each of our 502 test
user’s del.icio.us and flickr tag-clouds, calculating αu and
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Figure 8: How each filtering step effects the user
intersection frequency
βu for each filtering step. A summary of the results follows,
showing the mean and variance of αu and βu:
Assignments Tags
α¯u σ
2 β¯u σ
2
Raw 0.328 0.0524 0.0537 0.00056
Step 1 0.336 0.0558 0.0547 0.00058
Step 2 0.348 0.0635 0.0561 0.00062
Step 3 0.407 0.1107 0.0628 0.00076
Step 4 0.449 0.1265 0.0720 0.00091
Step 5 0.451 0.1273 0.0724 0.00091
In general, our filtering architecture increases both the as-
signment intersection ratio and the tag intersection ratio.
On average, the number of overlapping tags (βu) was in-
creased by roughly 2% (from 5% to 7%) after the applica-
tion of all filtering steps. The assignment intersection ratio
has increased from 32% to 45%, on average. This means
that small increase in the number of aligned tags can sig-
nificantly increase the number of aligned tag assignments
because many of the overlapping tags have a high frequency.
The plot given in Figure 8 provides a visual representation
of how each filtering step effects the tag alignment of users.
This plot uses the same axis as the one presented earlier in
Section 3 so we can compare the relative increase given by
each filtering step. For clarity, individual points are removed
and a line of best fit indicates the approximate trend of each
filtering step. Through inspection of this graph, it is appar-
ent that the largest increase in alignment occurs between
filtering steps 3 and 4. Step 4 corresponding to the align-
ment of tags to Wikipedia (including acronym resolution).
5.2 User Correlation
The second part of our evaluation investigates the simi-
larity between user tag-clouds in del.icio.us and flickr , and
how they might be used to correlate user accounts. For this
experiment, we measure the similarity between a del.icio.us
tag-cloud belonging to user i, and a flickr tag-cloud belong-
ing to user j, using cosine similarity:
sim(i, j) =
X
t∈T
ndt (i) · nft (j)sX
t∈T
ndt (i)
2 ·
X
t∈T
nft (j)
2
We performed this test for each of the 502 users in our
test-set, comparing their del.icio.us tag-cloud to every other
user’s flickr tag-cloud, recording the most similar tag-cloud
found, the average similarity to each of their neighbours,
and the correlation to their own flickr tag-cloud. This test
was performed using the raw tag-clouds harvested from their
profiles, and aligned tag-clouds produced by our tag filtering
process.
The plot in Figure 9 shows the results obtained using raw
tag-clouds. Each point represents a single user, with a y-
value calculated by subtracting the cosine similarity of their
nearest flickr neighbour from the cosine similarity of their
own flickr tag-cloud. With this representation, users with a
point on the y-axis above zero correspond to user who’s own
flickr tag-cloud is more similar than any of the other 501
test users. The greater the y-value, the more distinct the
user’s own flickr profile is. The horizontal line just above
0 on the y-axis corresponds to the average similarity to all
other users.
The plot in Figure 10 shows the same projection, this
time with tag-clouds that have been filtered. The principal
difference between the two is that the majority of points
are below zero before any filtering, and above zero after fil-
tering. These results indicate that while tag filtering only
produces a small increase in the tag-cloud overlap between
a user’s del.icio.us and flickr tag-clouds (see Section 5.1),
it is significant enough to make them stand-out from their
neighbours. This technique that would be useful when try-
ing to verify an individual’s accounts when given a set of
candidate profiles.
6. RELATED WORK
To aggregate users resources and content that are dis-
tributed across different Web2.0 sites, Iturrioz et al [10]
propose the TAGMAS (TAG Management System) archi-
tecture: a federation system that supplies a uniform view of
tagged resources distributed across a range of Web2.0 plat-
forms. The TAGMAS system addresses the problem that
users do not have consistent view of their resources or a sin-
gle query end-point with which to search them. The TAG-
MAS architecture is based on a tagging ontology, proposed
by Knerr [11], the provides a homogeneous representation of
tags and tagging events. By aggregating user tagging events
that span multiple sites, such as flickr and del.icio.us, it
is possible to query TAGMAS using sparql [15], enabling
users to find resources distributed across many sites by their
tags, the date when tagged, which site they were tagged in.
However, this work does not focus on the issues arising from
free-form nature of tagging systems: the organisation and
implementation of a consistent tagging schema is imputed
on the user. We have shown, through the investigation of
real-world tagging data, that users tend to change their tag-
ging habits indiscriminately, using different schemas even
within the same folksonomy.
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Figure 9: Raw cosine similarity measure between
del.icio.us and flickr tag-clouds
Specia and Motta [17] have also tackled the problem of in-
tegrating folksonomies. Using data collected from del.icio.us
and flickr , they use co-occurrence analysis and clustering
techniques to construct meaningful groups of tags that cor-
responds to concepts in an ontology. Their focus is pri-
marily on understanding the relationships between tags, in
particular synonyms and different levels of granularity. By
exploiting external resources, such as Wikipedia, Wordnet,
and semantic web ontologies, meaningful relationships can
be established between such tag groups.
In terms of social linking, Google’s OpenSocial11 api is
the most promising step towards a vision of highly inter-
connected social networking sites. The aim of OpenSocial is
not to provide a universal api coverage: many of the sites
provide diverse functionality that would be difficult to ab-
stract through a common interface. Instead, the focus of
OpenSocial is on the common uses of social networking sites,
namely friend connections (social graph), and activities (so
users can notify others when they have posted a new blog
or review). Already, the OpenSocial api is being exploited
to build application that promote sharing of resources and
recommendations between friends. By subscribing to the
OpenSocial api, it is possible to connect users even though
their connection may exist across a variety of social network-
ing sites. As of February 2008, 76 social networking sites,
including mySpace, bebo, and orkut, have subscribed to the
OpenSocial api.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a method for correlating
user accounts between del.icio.us and flickr , providing us
with a large enough test-set to investigate the overlaps that
occur between folksonomies. Through this investigation, we
discovered that prominent user interests, important loca-
tions, and events, are often reflected in the intersection be-
tween tag-clouds, irrespective of the focus of the folksonomy.
11http://code.google.com/apis/opensocial/
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Figure 10: Post-filtering cosine similarity measure
between del.icio.us and flickr tag-clouds
Such correlations could be exploited in the future to build a
complex, inter-connected network of user interests and past
activities. However, because the uncontrolled nature of tag-
ging results in inconsistencies between folksonomies, many
of these correlation will be lost unless some intelligent tag
manipulation is performed.
Through evaluation, we have shown that our filtering pro-
cess does increase the alignment between user tag-clouds,
but often by only a small proportion. The most significant
increases occurred when tags were grounded to an agreed
representation, in this case, Wordnet and Wikipedia. How-
ever, such a small increase is sufficient to draw a user’s tag-
cloud away from those of their neighbours, supporting the
claim that tag-cloud similarity can be used to measure the
likelihood that two account have been correctly correlated.
While our filtering architecture does cater for synonymy,
morphologic variety, and the use of compound nouns, it does
not take polysemy into consideration. For that, we require
more sophisticated techniques to disambiguate the use of
a tag. Clustering techniques [20, 1] have proven to be a
useful tool approach for solving this problem, and will be
incorporated in future work.
Even though a naive user correlation approach was used,
it was suitable for this work since it provided us with a
large enough dataset with which we could be confident that
most user account were accurately correlated. To create a
larger, and more accurate test set, we intend to match user
accounts based not on string matching of their usernames
and real names, but by examining the user’s link structure.
When creating accounts in most sites, it is common for a
user to register their homepage. By using a reverse lookup,
provided by search engines such as altavista12 and Google, it
is possible to find all pages that link to the user’s homepage.
By filtering these hits, it is possible to find accounts they
have registered on other systems, such as last.fm and flickr .
This method of account correlation is especially important
in the next stage of our research because we intend to incor-
12http://www.altavista.com
porate more user accounts than just flickr and del.icio.us:
the future vision is one where many different profiles are
linked together.
Building a larger, multi-folksonomy, test set will also fa-
cilitate a more in-depth investigation of social networking
properties. By examining the tagging activity of users within
explicitly defined groups, it might be possible to determine
representative tags that describe that group of people, as
well as suggest new groups the user was not aware of but it
likely to be interested in.
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